WriteByNight
Writers’ Service:
an introduction
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Dear writer,

By the end of this packet, you will have achieved all of your writing goals. Congratulations!

Yeah, right. If only it were that easy. But writing is difficult. Not everyone can do it. And

everyone who does do it needs help along the way. That’s where WriteByNight comes in.

Whether you’re a beginning writer or an old pro, we’re ready to provide you the kind of
one-on-one attention you won’t find in a classroom or critique group.

In these pages, you’ll discover which of our services is right for you; meet our wonderful staff of
professional writing coaches; and read success stories from some of our valued clients.

And at the end you can claim your free consultation — during which we’ll discuss your
writing goals and how we can help you reach them — and some free coaching too. We look
forward to hearing from you.

In the meantime, happy writing!

Cheers,
Justine and David Duhr, C0-founders
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What We Do
No matter where you are in your writing process, WriteByNight has a service to fit

your needs. Here’s a brief introduction to our unique offerings. Click on any service
to learn more about it.

COACHING
Find support, encouragement, guidance and accountability in your writing by
working one-on-one with a writing coach. Our fully customizable coaching will
provide you the personal attention you never received in the classroom.

“BOOK NOW” CONSULTATION
Access any of our talented coaches and consultants at the click of a button. Meet
once with your favorite writing coach to find focus and direction in your creative

work, improve your writing habits, and get your specific questions answered.
WRITER’S BLOCK COUNSELING
We all get stuck. Now get unstuck by working one-on-one with a writer who has

been there him/herself.
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What We Do (Cont’d)
MANUSCRIPT CRITIQUE

If you have a completed draft and want some feedback before taking your next
steps, this is the service for you. What’s working, what’s not, what can be improved,
and how? We’ll tell you all of that, and more.

EDITING
Before sending your writing to agents, editors, or publishers, you need to make
sure it’s in the best shape possible. An edit from a WriteByNight consultant will
ensure that your work is fluid, clear, and grammatically correct.

PROOFREADING
And then we’ll catch all those annoying little keyboard devils, plus any glitches in

continuity, punctuation, formatting, and more.

PUBLICATION ASSISTANCE
Is it time to identify potential agents, publications, or publishers? We do that too!

GHOSTWRITING
Hell, we’ll even write your book for you.

Still don’t know which service

is right for you? Flip the page
for a step-by-step map.
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Which Service is Right for You?
(Click image to enlarge)
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Our Management Team
WriteByNight owner Justine Duhr is an awardwinning writer and editor of both fiction and
nonfiction. Her work has appeared in Anomalous
Press, Whiskey Island, Fringe Magazine, The Review
Review, and other publications.

WriteByNight co-founder David Duhr is copy editor
and fiction editor at the Texas Observer and
contributes regularly to the Dallas Morning News,
Publishing Perspectives, the Observer and other
publications.
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Our Coaches & Consultants
Our writing coaches and consultants have studied and taught in some of the nation’s
premier writing programs. They have all published extensively, and across many
genres.
Are you particularly interested in one of these coaches? Let us know! We do our best
to match you with the writing coach of your choice.

Resa Alboher is a founding editor of the St. Petersburg
Review, and has been a lecturer at the Summer Literary
Seminars in St. Petersburg, Russia and at the American Center
of the Russian State University for the Humanities in Moscow.
She has an MFA from the University of Tampa.

Tom Andes’ writing has appeared in the Los Angeles Review of
Books, Bookslut, The Rumpus and Best American Mystery
Stories. He wrote the fiction chapbook Life Before the Storm
and Other Stories (Cannibal Books, 2010) and has taught
creative writing at San Francisco State University.

Bridget Apfeld received her MFA from the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington, and holds a Bachelor’s degree in
English from the University of Notre Dame. Her writing has
appeared in Dislocate, So to Speak, Prick of the Spindle, Verse
Wisconsin, and more.
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Coaches & Consultants (Cont’d)
Katherine Catmull’s most recent book, the young adult
fantasy The Radiant Road, came out in January 2016 to
starred reviews from Publishers Weekly and School Library
Journal. Her first novel, Summer and Bird, was named one of
Booklist’s 2012 Top Ten First Novels for Youth.

Jessamine Chan’s fiction has appeared in Tin House and
EpochShe holds an MFA in Writing from Columbia University,
where she taught writing seminars and a fiction workshop.
From 2011-2014, she served as a nonfiction reviews editor
at Publishers Weekly.

Carolyn Cohagan has performed stand-up and one-woman
shows at festivals around the world. Her first novel, The Lost
Children, was published by Simon & Schuster in 2010, Her
new novel, Time Zero, was released in May of 2016.

Lydia Conklin has received a Pushcart Prize, work-study
scholarships from Bread Loaf, and fellowships from the
MacDowell Colony, Yaddo, and others. Her work has
appeared in The Southern Review, Narrative Magazine, The
New Orleans Review, Gulf Coast, and more. She holds an
MFA from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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Coaches & Consultants (Cont’d)
Nick Courtright is the author of Let There Be Light and
Punchline, a National Poetry Series finalist. His poetry has
appeared in journals including The Southern Review, Kenyon
Review Online, Boston Review, and The Iowa Review.

Marie Curran holds an MFA from Northern Michigan
University. Her short stories have appeared in Mud Season
Review and Rind, and she has written reviews and other literary
journalism for Collagist and Mutha.

Cecily Sailer holds an MFA in creative writing from the
University of Houston. Her work has appeared in The Texas
Observer, The Dallas Morning News, Texas Monthly, and more.

Brad Tyer is the author of Opportunity, Montana: Big Copper,
Bad Water, and the Burial of an American Landscape. His
journalism has appeared in the Dallas Morning News, the New
York Times, and more. He’s served two stints as managing
editor of the Texas Observer.
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Our Clients
Every now and then, especially when we’re feeling gloomy, we glance at the shelf on which
we stack the many books WriteByNight has helped usher into existence.

And then we smile, because that’s what this is all about.
We work with a wide range of writers, from professionals with many credits under their
belts to beginners who want to lay down their very first words.

Our clients — WriteByNighters — have published books with presses both big and small,
both corporate and indie, both traditional and self, including:

•

Simon & Schuster

•

Penguin

•

Random House

•

St. Martin’s

•

Amazon
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Our Clients (Cont’d)
WriteByNighters’ shorts stories, poetry, journalism and more has appeared in top

magazines, newspapers, websites, and literary journals, including:

•

Slate

•

Arthritis Today

•

The Threepenny Review

•

The Southern Review

•

Gargoyle Magazine

“I can truly say WBN's services
have played a role in helping me
buckle down and publish after a
decade of struggle.”
-Pat Rick

Others have worked with us on their memoirs, self-publishing only a handful of

copies as treasured gifts for family and friends.

And some WriteByNighters want nothing more than to learn how to express
themselves in writing, with no goal of publication.

Regardless of whether or not they’ve published, they’ve all left their mark.

Are you ready to leave your mark?
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Testimonials
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Fun Facts
•

WriteByNight co-founders Justine & David met in graduate school in 2006, where
they were studying… well, duh! Writing.

•

WBN began with one little workshop in one little town (Stuart, Florida) in 2009.

•

As of 2016, WBN has worked with writers from all fifty U.S. states and many nations,
including New Zealand, Israel, Scotland, Zimbabwe, and more.

•

The Atlantic, New York Magazine, Publishers Weekly, Slate, the Awl, and Fast
Company are just a few of the prominent publications that have mentioned WBN.

•

In 2012, the Austin Chronicle named us the top writers’ resource in Austin, Texas,
where WBN had a writing center.

•

Justine’s favorite books include Paul Auster’s City of Glass, Marilynne Robinson’s
Housekeeping, and whatever book she’s reading and loving at the moment.

•

David’s favorite books include Dan Barry’s Bottom of the 33rd, Toni Morrison’s Jazz,

and Johnny Tremain by Esther Forbes.

“With the help from the writing
staff at WriteByNight, I’m finally
creating my book, a journey I value
as deeply personal and important.”
-Leslie Tourish
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Thanks for reading! We hope you’ve enjoyed getting to know
us. Now we want to get to know you.

Claim your FREE writing consultation now!
Wait, there’s more …
Enter coaching before August 31, get a FREE meeting for
you and the friend who referred you. Hooray for free stuff!

It all starts with a conversation. Let’s chat.

Follow us!

